THRESHOLD PHOTOGRAPHS, VERGES, ENTRY POINTS

Toronto’s oldest working class neighbourhood and many of its inhabitants were recent migrants.

JULIA WINCKLER

This photograph, long dislodged from its original referents, has led a nomadic existence and
also now exists in multiple versions. Originally captioned ‘New registry office site, May 15th,
1912 North West Corner Elizabeth and Louisa St’, it exists as a digital online image on the City
of Toronto Archives website; the original, worn, used and fragile large format glass plate is stored
within the City’s archival store. The photograph has been multiplied, cropped, enlarged, copied
and used across time and space. It could be argued that this photograph’s nucleus or flickering
amber, still reaching into the present, are the children who are included within it. Most noticeable
- as they are positioned centrally - are two young girls; they stand within close proximity to
numbers 48-55 Elizabeth Street right on the intersection with Louisa Street and on the threshold
between pavement and street. There are two further groups of children standing nearby and the
whole photograph is characterized by an enormous depth: the longer one looks at it, the more
the photograph, and its central protagonists, give back. The children take up space. They look
back at Goss, the photographer, but they also appear to be looking right across time at present
day viewers; our eyes meet. The children in the photograph, and the photograph itself as object,
communicate across and beyond time and space.

THE AGENCY OF PHOTOGRAPHS
An urgent appeal emanates from archival photographs, argued the late novelist W.G. Sebald.1
In his view, photographs can have autonomy and agency, are self-contained, and retain a
‘real nucleus’, through which they are able to inspire investigative processes and hypothetical
thinking. Sebald showed how, through the eyes of contemporary viewers, stories hidden within
photographs, could be illuminated anew. He describes this process as one where the viewer
needs to look very closely into an image: as with looking through a stereoscopic view-master, the
body of the viewer remains in the present, whereas the eyes are pulled right into the world of the
photograph, demanding attention.
‘Almost each photograph still contains some kind of amber’, states author Wilhelm Genazino,
‘and pictures never cease to speak to us, if we look at them long enough’.2 Like Sebald, Genazino
argues that single archival photographs make it possible to help slowly decipher and recover
fragments from the past, to dissect moments retrospectively. Still emitting the original referents,
an archival photograph stretches out time, and makes it possible to look endlessly at a particular
historic moment, and to explore all the details contained within it: those places, people, objects
and contexts photographed. Genazino likens this moment of slowly looking at a photograph,
and the intensive engagement that is required of the viewer, linked by ‘an umbilical cord’ to the
subjects contained within a photograph to a ‘metaphorical skin’ that stretches across both.
In his seminal Camera Lucida, Roland Barthes discussed the particular pull of individual
photographs and showed how sometimes the viewer is deeply moved, or touched by a photograph,
has a bodily, almost visceral response of recognition (punctum); and how other photographs may
trigger a more cerebral, detached response (studium). The argument that images can exert their
own power over viewers has also been made forcefully by W.J.T. Mitchell, in What Do Pictures
Want? (Mitchell, 2004)
Many archival photographs clearly work on both a punctum and a studium level, and share in
common that they require active viewer engagement. The polyvalent and polysemic nature of
photographs makes the process of interpretation both exciting and close to infinite, but, to stay
with Sebald’s idea of a photograph’s ‘nucleus’, some photographs retain a strong internal appeal.
NEW REGISTRY OFFICE SITE, MAY 15TH, 1912 NORTH WEST CORNER ELIZABETH AND
LOUISA ST.
One such photograph, which I will refer to as a threshold picture for a variety of reasons that will
become clear below, is a reasonably well known 1912 street scene taken in Toronto’s central
Ward district, or The Ward (or St John’s Ward), by professional photographer Arthur Goss, who
worked for various municipal departments, including planning and public health. The Ward was

FIG 1 New Registry Office Site, May 15, 1912, City of Toronto Archives, Fonds 1231, Item 1846

We can approach this photograph from different angles. A purely descriptive angle would take
stock of all the visual referents contained within the photograph’s foreground and background.
The aforementioned two young girls in the foreground; the first, aged about four in a dark dress
and hair carefully braided, stands in the road. A second, shorter and younger girl in a light dress
and with shorter, curly blond hair is on the pavement immediately behind her. They look in
opposite directions. There is some horse manure in the street and two rows of pylons. To the girls’
left, and about ten metres away next to a fire hydrant are two boys dressed in dark clothes wearing
small caps, they seem closer in age to each other. Arms crossed, one of the boys looks directly at
the photographer and holds the gaze of the camera’s lens, the second boy, hands in pockets, looks
toward the younger girl in the light dress. Further behind and to the right of the two young girls are
three more children on the pavement next to a bicycle shop and ‘Hong Lee’s First Class Laundry’.
One of the boys sits on a wooden chair near a door, the other two are holding onto some bicycles.
Much further behind this third group of children stands the only visible adult, a suited man.

It is of course no longer possible to establish whether Goss posed the children, and deliberately
planned their presence in the photograph or not. But what becomes clearly apparent from looking
at the photograph in the present is that the children engaged with Goss, and also had a sense
of turf and territory; they understood the streets, were able to navigate them and hold their own
when Goss made the photograph. The children travel across and through streets and spaces
within the Ward; this photograph has travelled through time, taking these children with it.
What the photograph on its own is unable to communicate to the present day viewer either, is
that the children’s neighbourhood is on the verge of irreversible change. It depicts the houses,
shops and children on the threshold of their lives, which are about to change irreversibly, as
within months of Goss taking the photograph in 1912, all of the modest houses depicted had
disappeared as part of a local slum clearance program.
EXHIBITION ENTRY POINTS AND ARCHIVAL DISCOVERIES

As a longish exposure time was needed, all that remains of a figure near the man and another
near the children by the bicycles is a blurred outline – they would have been moving too quickly
to be captured fully. In addition to the seven children, Goss’ photograph also captured a Jewish
corner shop with stained glass windows above, and, within its glass pane, a row of houses on
the opposite side of the road, barbershop, four large advertising billboards, and a sign offering
language classes in the English and Russian language at night school. The large Drink Coca
Cola billboard offers to relieve ‘fatigue’, but more prominent is Bob Manchester’s Cracker Jacks
burlesque vaudeville poster, announcing a performance by Ruby Leoni and Molly Williams at the
Gayety in the week of May 13th.3
THE AGENCY OF THE CHILDREN IN THE PHOTOGRAPH
What changes, or is added to this initial description of the photograph when we consider whether
the subjects of photographs, in this case the children on Elizabeth Street, also have a lingering
agency? Does where they are standing (or sitting), what they are doing, indicate anything
significant? Regardless of whether the children face - or look away - from the photographer:
are these partial poses, does the slight blur indicate some are, some are not posing? The children
clearly all seem comfortable in the urban environment of the intersection – they ‘own’ this area;
some assert their power to look back at the photographer. Their different gestures, expressions
and postures make them stand out from their collective context, give them a sense of individuality
and independence. There are hardly any adults in this scene.
They do not look like ‘stowaways’ in Eelco Runia’s sense; rather, their presence and inclusion in
this photograph seems to have been a deliberate act by Goss. Runia first used the concept of a
stowaway to refer to historical moments that survive into the present inadvertently, ‘One might say
that historical reality travels with historiography not as a paying passenger but as a stowaway…
what is absently and unintentionally present on the plane of time. ‘(2006:1).
Elizabeth Edwards mobilized Runia’s ‘stowaway’ and applied it to subjects captured in historical
photographs by chance, rather than deliberately.

This photograph actually acted as the initial starting point and spark for the exhibition at the City
of Toronto Archives. Adrienne Chambon and I had first came across this photograph on the City of
Toronto Archives website in 2009 and became intrigued by it, using it as a starting point to reflect
on photographs of children in early 20th century Toronto. The photograph, which was captioned
‘Loitering on Elizabeth Street’ had been used as part of an exhibition at the archives, called Playing
by the Rules. We were drawn to the children’s strong presence within the photograph, and the
girls’ strong stances, with were somehow at odds with the caption, ‘Loitering’. The photograph
became our anchor, and, joined by Ernie Lightman, we each started to write a detailed cultural
reading of it, exploring the compelling visual evidence of a poor, but well-established migrant
community, which was about to disappear.
We had initially believed that the Elizabeth Street photograph had been taken by Goss as a single
photograph, but during a visit at the City of Toronto Archives, staff member, Jessica Ehrenworth,
explained that the photograph was part of a whole panoramic series comprising of at least seven
known photographs that Goss had taken near the intersection of Elizabeth Street and Louisa within
days (and a few months) respectively. Suddenly, in addition to one particular historic moment
captured by Goss, there were at least six more photographs of street scenes and the Elizabeth
Street view quite literally expanded and opened out at the four corners of the photograph as
we scanned and scrutinized the additional photographs for any further information and details.
Moving across the individual images, a panorama unfolds, taking the viewer further south along
Elizabeth Street, and bringing into view many more children standing, and sitting, along the sides,
and centres, of the photographs.
‘STEPPING ACROSS’ THE THRESHOLDS OF THE HOUSES IN THE PHOTOGRAPHS
Jessica Ehrenworth also shared old plates and maps of Ward 3, and tax assessment rolls for the
Ward from the 1880s up to the 1920s. These assessment rolls include the names of inhabitants
on Elizabeth Street, their age and occupation, whether they were tenants or freeholders, religion,
number of occupants, the owner’s name, size of the lot, value of property. Number 49 Elizabeth
Street was home to 9-recorded occupants. The two little girls in Goss’ picture might have been the

daughters or neighbors of, for example, Samuel Altman, 32, Taylor, Jewish; Solomon Shapira, 47,
Painter, Jewish; Morris Krakopsky, 31 Furrier, Jewish or Samuel Kinkel, 35, Newsagent, Jewish.
We were told that, as this entire section of the Ward was going to be demolished to make way for
the (new) Registry of Deeds and Land Titles – Goss had been commissioned to photographically
document much of it. These are threshold pictures in a double sense: the children frequently
stood on the threshold between street and pavement, between door and house, but also the
neighbourhood itself on the threshold of disappearing. This of course cannot be apparent from
simply looking at the photograph; the photograph is unable to communicate that within months
all of Louisa Street and half of Elizabeth Street will be gone.
‘AURA’ OF THE ORIGINAL GLASS PLATE, NEAR LOSS AND RECOVERY
We had also requested to look at the original glass plate negatives taken by Goss in 1912. Viewing
the original glass plate brought home even more so the compositional and technical skills Goss
had. The material imperfections of the photographic developer became more visible – as a unique
material object, the glass plate had retained an aura. The caption on the glass plate simply said:
‘New Registry Office Site, May 15th, 1912. South West Corner Elizabeth & Louisa Street’. It has
been possible to enlarge the original glass plate without losing any significant details. At the same
time, the photograph felt much more fragile and precious.
The plate’s survival had indeed been a lot more fragile than we could have anticipated. It had,
quite literally, been on the threshold of being lost, but was recovered. We learned that it had
lain forgotten in a box in the attic of Toronto’s old City Hall for many decades, as did other
plates by Goss. In 1960, Toronto’s first appointed archivist for the City of Toronto’s newly
founded central archives, Robert Woadden, rediscovered the plate together with 30,000 other
glass negatives depicting the city’s development from 1911 onwards. This dormant archive
might have disappeared completely from view, but the glass plates were salvaged and taken on
various circuits of production, re-entering into new relations, circumstances and purposes away
from their original mission, to diversified audiences. With the advent of official archival record
keeping, a transformation of photographs, negatives and other municipal documents into archives
could begin. The photographs’ survival bears witness to the former presence, in the streets, of its
youngest residents, and to some of the infrastructures and houses.
APPEAL OF PHOTOGRAPHY

FIG 2 Postcard captioned, ‘New City Hall under construction June 22nd, 1964’, Canadian Architectural Archives

No longer in line with the 1960s vision of the city, the Registry office itself was torn down in 1964,
just after construction of the New City Hall had been completed. Reflecting back at working with
archival photographs, the late writer W.G. Sebald commented that he would frequently try to
imagine what happened to the people in the photographs; what conjunctures or life trajectories
the subjects faced subsequently.
Looking at Goss’ 1912 corner photograph of Louisa Street and Elizabeth Street once more, I, too,
wonder, what happened to these children. How and where did their lives continue to unfold?
Did they benefit from the new playground, which opened at the top of Elizabeth Street in 1913?
Where did they go to school; which Ward neighbourhood did their families move on to? One of
the appeals this particular photograph retains into today’s present, is its ability to make the viewer
want to know more about its young protagonists; how the children negotiated the streets of their
new neighbourhoods, and in turn the trajectories of their own future lives.

Within a few years, by 1915, Toronto’s first Registry of Deeds and Land Titles office had been built
on the site; it stood at the former intersection of Elizabeth Street and Louisa Street.4

This photograph continues to provide evidence of their existence, it affirms that they were there; in
Roland Barthes’ words, ‘ça a été’, this has been. And yet, the photograph shows a neighbourhood
at the threshold of disappearing and therefore, (although this is not yet visible) in danger.

The Ward had embarked on a process of changing from a predominately residential area with
small, local shops to reemerging as the new administrative centre of Toronto. The migrant
community that had made The Ward their home since the 1880s was pushed further out. Like the
occupants and homes of Elizabeth Street, several of the original streets of the Ward disappeared
completely. More than half of Elizabeth and Albert Streets were lost. Louisa Street was eventually
completely absorbed when the New City Hall was built.

This brings into view contemporary photographs of children across the globe today, in poor
urban neighbourhoods.5 Also photographs of migrant children, refugee children in temporary
shelters, children in danger in urban war zones. These photographs, and the children represented
within them, emanate an ‘urgent appeal’, and, at the very least, they act as, ‘an invitation to pay
attention, to reflect, to learn, to examine” (Sontag, 2003:104).

PART TWO
NEW THRESHOLDS AND POSSIBILITIES
One hundred years on, the scale of contemporary downtown Toronto is very different to 1912,
the two girls in the photographs are long gone, the city’s centre retains no visual clues as to their
former existence. The only three buildings to still stand within close vicinity to the original site
of the Elizabeth Street photograph are Old City Hall (administration), Osgoode Hall (law) and
Trinity Church (religion/moral order).6 In 2010, I tried to visually reframe and map out the space
and former infrastructure of the Ward and made some photographs of the area – as demarcated
by Elizabeth Street to the East, Queen Street West to the South, Yonge Street to the East, and
Dundas Street West to the North. Quickly grabbed Polaroid photographs were pinned onto the
wall with thumbnails and underwent daily scrutiny over several months. I tried to look for any
visual residues such as curbs, posts, worn bits of road, and different kinds of shapes in the urban
landscape that echoed and resonated with the archival photograph.

FIG 4 New City Hall – site of 1912 photograph, 2011

FIG 3 Collage: Elizabeth Street 2010, author’s photograph

Following this mapping exercise, I also made some more considered photographs, in 2011, this
time using a medium format camera. I had located the original site of the Elizabeth Street image,
which turned out to be a bit further south, in an urban landscape now entirely dominated by concrete. The original street scene is literally buried underneath the ground floor of New City Hall.
Where the photograph was taken in 1912 corresponds with an area that covers the raised garden
of City Hall, now filled with grasses, benches and offering a view across to the CN tower,Nathan
Philip Square and various hotels. It stretches across to a small new playground on the ground and
just to the right of the frame, and a plaque commemorating Toronto’s first Chinese community,
which was just beginning to establish itself when Goss took the 1912 Elizabeth Street series.7

The next photograph, taken the same day further north on Elizabeth Street, shows an area in a
continuous state of flux. Diggers, cranes, construction sites.

LOCATION REFERENCE MAPS
Figures below showing extract of 1910 map of The Ward and the intersection of Louisa/Elizabeth
Streets. Map extracts courtesy of City of Toronto Archives.

FIG 5 Elizabeth Street North of Dundas Street and New City Hall, 2011

No longer a slum area, but some homeless people at the central bus station and at Nathan Phillip
Square. Outside Trinity Church a memorial to named and unnamed homeless people – inside
the church a café run by a street charity. Only a few two storey or residential buildings. But a
language school offering classes in English and Chinese near Dundas and Elizabeth Street, and a
steady flow of people arriving and departing by coach from all over Canada and the States.
The contemporary images reveal a brutality of scale – a modernist architecture that dwarfs humans,
and in which children standing, working, or playing in the streets would look out of place and
be dangerous. Invisible here, but at the northern section of Elizabeth Street is Toronto’s children’s
hospital, built on the site of The Ward’s first playground.
This figure shows an extract taken from a contemporary map, showing the site of the Goss 1912
photograph, New Registry Office Site, May 15th, 1912, North West Corner Elizabeth and Louisa
Street, which is now part of Toronto’s City Hall. Map extracts courtesy of City of Toronto Archives.

End Notes:
1. Sebald articulated these ideas in particular in a radio broadcast on the relationship between writing and photography,
‘Der Schriftsteller und die Fotografie’, [the writer and photography], WDR, Germany, 1999. The program was based
on conversations with editor Christian Scholz, W.G. Sebald and Wilhelm Genazino.
2. See ibid, and also Genazino, W. (2012) book on postcards and found images, Aus der Ferne. Auf der Kippe. Bilder
und Texte, Hanser Verlag.
3. This refers to a show that ran in May 11, featured in Variety.
4. At the City of Toronto archives, Adrienne Chambon found a photograph taken in 1925 by Arthur Goss inside the
Registry. See Children and the City – The City and its Children in this collection.
5. For an in-depth study, exploring the relationship of working class children and the city, see Colin Ward’s 1978, The
Child in the City, Architectural Press, London.
6. In order to help visualize the changes that occurred within the urban landscape of The Ward, extracts from two
maps, a 1910 map showing the location of Goss’photograph, and a contemporary map, are included at the end of
this article. For detailed historical insights into the Ward’s early and later histories, see Robert Harney & Amp; Harold
Troper’s 1975 comprehensive Immigrants, A portrait of Urban Experience, 1890-1930; Van Nostrand Reinhold
Ltd. Toronto; John Lorinc’s meticulous introduction to The Ward, 2015, pp.11-23; Coach House Books; also Sarah
Bassnett’s 2016 Picturing Toronto: Photography and the Making of a Modern City, especially her comprehensive
section on ‘Liberal Subjects’. McGill-Queen’s University Press, Montreal & Kingston.
7. For an evocative, forensic and most recent contemporary search for the Ward, see Micallef, S. 2015, ‘Searching for
the old Ward’ in The Ward pp.27-29.
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